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End plastic pollution
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Earth Day 2018
Earth Day is celebrated annually on April 22. Nearly 48 years ago, on April 22 1970, millions of
people took to the streets to protest the negative impacts of 150 years of industrial
development. Earth Day Network (EDN), the organisation that leads Earth Day celebrations
world-wide, announced that Earth Day 2018 will focus on mobilising the world to End Plastic
Pollution, including creating support for a global effort to eliminate single-use plastics along
with global regulation for the disposal of plastics. EDN will educate millions of
people about the health and other risks associated with the use and disposal of plastics,
including pollution of our oceans, water, and wildlife, and about the growing body of evidence
that decomposing plastics are creating serious global problems. From poisoning and injuring marine life to the ubiquitous
presence of plastics in our food to disrupting human hormones and causing major life-threatening diseases and early
puberty. The exponential growth of plastics is threatening our planet’s survival. EDN has built a multi-year
campaign to End Plastic Pollution. The goals include ending single-use plastics, promoting alternatives to fossil fuel-based
materials, promoting 100 percent recycling of plastics, corporate and government accountability and changing human
behaviour concerning plastics. (Source: https://www.earthday.org/earthday/)
Wetland ground-truthing in Agulhas National Park (ANP) continues:
concentrating on the Bergplaas and Melkbospan section – Ruth-Mary Fisher,
Earth System Scientist, SANParks

The GIS editing for quinary catchments 9433, the Bergplaas section, and 9434,
the Melkbospan section – both to the east of the Ratel River catchment, were
also completed in June 2017 as part of the project to create a wetland map for
the park. For quinary catchment 9434 the following changes were made: 1.
Mostly reclassification of the wetland types. Seep wetlands were added
around Melkbospan in the northwest corner; 2. Seep wetlands were added at
the south of Soetanysberg. The GIS editing allowed the calculation of the area
covered by wetlands. TheSpotted
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by the original wetland classification
in the Park
was reduced; for example the Channelled Valley-bottom was reduced by
81.55ha. Areas covered Southern
by theRock
different
wetlandRotskoggelmander,
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Agama, Suidelike
atraarea increased by 526.03ha. For all three
example, the Floodplain Agama
wetland
laying eggs
catchments, Ratel River Female
catchment,
Melkbospan and Bergplaas sections, a
total 224.95ha of wetland areas not previously mapped were added. Agulhas
conserves over half of the area covered by wetlands in the three quinary
catchments at 58.89%.

Water source catchment conservancies the way to go
The time has come for people to look differently at water catchment areas and think
critically about where water comes from. We are so used to thinking that water runs from
a tap, but the reality is different. Over the past three to four years droughts creeping all
over South Africa have resulted in dams normally filled to capacity drying up. Cape Town of
all places is struggling to cope with no water - and animal and plant life is suffering. It is
evident that water is becoming a scarce resource. But, now is the time to “catch up” with
where exactly water comes from: where does a river starts? Most of our drinking water
comes from dams where water is stored. But, rivers feed the dams and rivers start in
mountain ranges in what is called a catchment area: the area where water is concentrated
into flowing rivers. Water catchment areas seems to be a new concept to conservationists
and scientists. It is all about mountainous areas, wetlands and natural vegetation. A new
term being used to describe these natural systems is ecological infrastructure. This means
that these natural ecosystems provide a service. Another term used is ecosystem services.
For example wetlands reduce the risk of flooding by slowing down water in times of floods
and then releasing it slowly. Humans realised that in order to protect these ecological
infrastructure we need to remove domestic animals to stop overgrazing, better planning of
human settlements to prevent it being in the wrong place, clearing of alien trees from
waterways and catchment areas to get the streams flowing, the underground water
reservoirs to fill up with the bit of rain that does fall. It is time to look differently at water
catchment areas. Read about South Africa’s first proclaimed water catchment reserve in
Mpumalanga at www.mountanderson.com. (Edited by Ruth-Mary Fisher, Earth System
Scientist, SANParks)

Groundwater: the magical part of the water cycle - Marlese Nel
The water cycle, known as the hydrological cycle or the H²O cycle, describes the
storage and movement of water between the biosphere, the atmosphere, the
lithosphere and the hydrosphere. Have you ever wondered where the hydrological
cycle actually starts? Is there a “starting point”? Do you think it is possible that it will
ever stop? When drawing the water cycle, many people do not add the groundwater
(often due to a lack of knowledge). Let us look a bit closer at this very important part
of the water cycle where most of Earth’s freshwater is stored.
People are often under the impression that groundwater occurs in large
underground dams, lakes or underground rivers. However, groundwater
really is just the water that fills the natural openings that are present in
rocks or sand. These openings are the spaces in sedimentary rocks,
sediments and in cracks and fractures in solid rock. An aquifer is a
subsurface geological formation that allows water to be accessible at a
usable rate. The water table is that area underground that marks the
upper area of the zone where all the openings are filled with water, i.e.
the “saturated zone”. Above the water table is the unsaturated zone.
Virtually all groundwater is slowly on the move and will eventually reach
the ocean or a wetland/vlei, stream or lake. This groundwater discharge
that contributes to surface water flow is especially important in drier
periods. It may even discharge at the surface as a spring – hot or cold!
But how can rivers sometime still flow after weeks and weeks – even months – of no rain? Where does the water come
from that keeps the stream flowing and also supports various ecosystems? Most South African rivers receive about 40%
of their flow from groundwater. Groundwater generally flows from higher-lying to low-lying areas. Therefore, natural
flow is towards rivers or streams, which typically are the lowest points in the landscape. (To be continued)

Nuwejaars River during a normal dry season

Ethical Leadership Workshops presented to Agulhas National Park - Klaas and Linda Steyn, The Joshua Trust and Agulhas
Honorary Rangers
The Joshua Trust presented a second Ethical Leadership Workshop to Agulhas National Park Supervisors and Middle
Management on the weekend of February 9 and 10, 2018. The participants were all fully engaged with the training talks,
group discussions and facilitated experiential exercises which were the source of much laughter, fun and learning. The core
training subjects included Transformational Leadership, Effective Communication and Values Based Decision Making.
Experiential exercises assisted the participants to re-inforce the theory of the teachings. Each of the participants were given
the opportunity to develop a personal values life plan, with many of the other experiential exercises used to re-enforce the
theoretical teachings on leadership, teamwork, communication and values based decision making. The participants were
unanimous in their assessment that the Ethical Leadership Workshop was a unique opportunity to learn many new
communication and leadership skills - not only being given a load of theoretical information, but that the workshops are
presented in such a way that the experiential exercises assisted the participants in understanding the theory and being able
to apply their new knowledge in their work, families and community environment. On an individual level, many of the
participants believed that the workshop was a life-changing event whereby they will be making decisions and choices based
on their chosen values, living ethical lives and influencing their communities in a positive truthful, fair and honest way. The
participants of the Supervisor and Middle Management Workshop all fully participated, with a will to learn and apply their
newly acquired communication and ethical leadership skills; the Agulhas National Park management can be proud of the
calibre and leadership potential of staff that they employ.

“I am sure that those who attended can apply the knowledge they gained from the workshop in their personal lives and
whenever called upon to fulfill a leadership role. A special thanks must go to the Honorary Rangers of Agulhas Region who
made this workshop possible for the park staff; the lovely home baked muffins were thoroughly enjoyed by all,” said
Lindsay Lewis, Agulhas Section Ranger West.
Wetland Birding 2018 - Wim de Klerk, Agulhas Plain Birding Project
The annual Wetland Birding Day is a special day for regional birders, as restricted wetland areas can be entered for some
serious wetland birding. On February 17, about 21 birders gathered at Bosheuwel in the Agulhas National Park to proceed
to the area north of the Nuwejaars River which includes the western shores of the Soetendalsvlei. The group, mostly
novices, was given a short introduction to birding and then the plains was scanned for the two Secretarybirds observed the
previous day, without success. The six vehicles left and at the rather dodgy Nuwejaars River crossing encountered Cape
Shoveler, Brown-throated Martin and Pin-tailed Whydah. The Nuwejaars River has stopped flowing due to the drought and
hopes were not high. This was soon dispelled as a majestic African Fish Eagle appeared. Then an African Spoonbill, Redcapped Lark, African Marsh Harrier (or was it perhaps the rare Montague’s again) and Caspian Tern. Someone spotted a
Southern Black Korhaan which disappeared before everyone could see it! African Darter enjoyed the early sunrise when
six Red-billed Teal plunged into the stagnant water. At a spot where Little Stint, Glossy Ibis and Sanderling were seen the
previous day the river bank was approached slowly but only Three-banded Plover, Ruff and a juvenile Common Greenshank
were seen. Proceeding to the Soetendalsvlei shore where the beautiful Cape Longclaw performed well. Kittlitz’s Plover
juveniles entertained the group for a while but the mud plains were stone dry. On the way back a Denham’s Bustard, Cape
Clapper Lark and Large-billed Lark were seen, but alas, the Agulhas Long-billed Lark seen the day before, was nowhere to
be found. Altogether 69 Species recorded for the pentad which is not bad considering the drought conditions!

Heritage sites in and around L’Agulhas village
The Historical Southern Tip
This lowly situated rocky shore extending about 150m into the sea, south-east of the Cape
Agulhas Lighthouse, was considered to be the most southern point in 1836 until the 1980’s. The
community planned to build a stone cairn at this point and the then State President, PW Botha,
officially inaugurated the spot on August 23, 1986. But was this the actual Southernmost Tip?
The National Monuments Council, Directorate Trig Survey and the Hydrographic Office were
called in to survey the area. It was found that geographically, the southernmost point of Africa
was in fact one kilometer further to the west. Locally people called this site Die Punt and it took
some time to get used to the new southernmost point. The Dutch barque, Juno, sank directly in
line with the Historical Southern Tip on Wednesday afternoon March 3, 1852 in dense fog. Two women and two children
drowned while lowering the life boats. The entire vessel broke up within two days. One of the survivors, a Belgian by the
name of Johannes Lambertus Lambinon, tried to save one of the women by holding on to her dress. Unfortunately when he
reached land he only had a piece of black material in his hand. This piece of material is kept in the Bredasdorp Shipwreck
Museum. (SOURCE: Shipping Register, Cape Archives, C.C. 2/17; TURNER, Southern Lights.)
530 Years of sea travel around Cape Agulhas (1488-2018) – Jimmy Herbert
The small convoy of the Portuguese explorer, Bartolomeu
Dias, was the first to sail around the tip of Africa, from west
to east and back again. The significance of rounding Africa’s
most southern tip, was the discovery of a sea passage to the
East that would make it possible to trade directly with India
and Asia. Portuguese cargo ships were soon to round Cape
Agulhas transporting hordes of silver and gold to the East,
and returning with vast Eastern treasures. Unfortunately, not
all made this dangerous trip safely. It is recorded that over
100 ships were lost on this passage to the East between 1550
and 1650. No fewer than 14 Portuguese East Indiaman came
to grief along the east coast of South Africa. (To be continued) On April 23 1488, St George’s Day, Bartolomeu Dias
anchored at Aguada de São Jorge – at present known as Struisbaai. He stayed for three weeks, perhaps to replenish supplies
and repairing ships before proceeding south-west. (SOURCE: Lantern, Jan 1988, p. 26). On May 16 he passed a certain flat
piece of land. He named it after an Irish monk, St Brendan, whose festival day it was: ‘Ponte de Sao Brendao’. This flat
piece of land was the southernmost tip of Africa, seen for the first time by Europeans.

Southern Tip Day Talk and Meal, 18 May 2018
Talk: Louis Willemse; Meal: Captain’s Dinner with a Portuguese flavour, supplied by the Sea
Shack in Struisbaai at 19:00. Tickets at R175 and R200 per person. Bar facilities available. For
more information and to book: Emmerentia De Kock, 028-4356078; Janine 072 455 4460.
Africa World Heritage Day 2018
In 2015, the 38th Session of the General Conference of UNESCO adopted a resolution proclaiming May 5 as African World Heritage
Day. This Resolution is aimed to increase international awareness of African heritage and by signing the Convention, each country
pledges to conserve not only the World Heritage properties situated on its territory, but also to protect its national heritage.

April in Khoe gama/ais means “crooked fire”, “krom vuur”, hungry times.

